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I \ITEGRITY AND ACCOUNTABIUTY OFFICE 

PlllLADEIPHIA POUCE DEPARTMENT 

I. INTRODUCTIOII/ 

FIRST REPORT 

NOVEMBER 1997 

In Septemb''" 1996 the City of Philadelphia entered into a wide-ranging 

agreement settlin~ reform litigation instituted by the National Association for the 

Advancement of Colored People, the American Civil Liberties Union, and the 

Police-Barrio Relations Project. This litigation followed, and was prompted by, the 

joint federal-city i :westigation into corruption and misconduct in the 39th District 

of the Philadelphia Police Department prior to 1992, which resulted in the 

conviction of six corrupt former members of the Department, and led to the 
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overturning of more than 150 criminal convictions and the expenditure of 

millions of dollars to settle lawsuits brought by individuals whose civil rights were 

violated. In th•, Settlement Agreement, the City committed to undertake 

numerous reforrm designed to improve police accountability, reduce the potential 

for police corrupb on and misconduct, and enhance the confidence of the people of 

Philadelphia in th' integrity and fairness of their Police Department. 

Among the initiatives called for in the Agreement were the creation of a 

permanent Integ ·ity and Accountability Office, to monitor, audit, and make 

recommendations for improving the Police Department's anti-corruption and anti

misconduct programs and policies. In October 1996 James B. Jordan, Chair of the 

Litigation Department of the City Solicitor's Office, and supervising counsel for the 

City in the litiga·i ion arising from the 39th District corruption investigation, was 

asked by Mayor Edward G. Rendell to head this Office. In order to assist newly

appointed City Snlicitor Stephanie Franklin-Suber during the transition in the Law 

Department, Jordan did not formally begin his position as the Integrity and 

Accountability Olficer (lAO) until january 6, 1997. At that time Ellen H. Ceisler, an 

attorney and forn1.er prosecutor, joined the office as Special Assistant to the lAO. 
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II. OVERVIEW OF IHE INTEGRITY AND ACCOUNTABIUTY OFFICE 

A. MISSJOJI, · 

Pursuant to the terms of the Settlement Agreement, the lAO has a broad 

mandate to indep,ndently analyze and critique accountability and corruption 

control policies, t.) identify systemic deficiencies that give rise to or permit 

corruption and misconduct within the Police Department, and to make 

recommendations J or change. The lAO is responsible for monitoring and auditing 

departmental polk ies, practices and operations as they relate to the detection and 

control of misconduct or corruption in the Department. The lAO has access to all 

Department records and personnel necessary to effectuate the broad duties of the 

Office, with the e 'ception of certain types of confidential records such as those 

maintained by the Employee Assistance Program. 

At the direction of the Mayor, the lAO, working in coordination with the 

Law Department, has primary responsibility for assuring compliance by the City 

with the terms and commitments of the Settlement Agreement, and for reporting 

regularly and dire•:tiy to the Mayor on the progress of implementation. To assist 

the lAO in meeting these responsibilities, the Mayor has established an Executive 

Committee, headec I by Chief of Staff Gregory S. Rost and comprised of First Deputy 

Managing Director Joseph Martz, Deputy Chief of Staff John Estey, Deputy Mayor 
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for Communicatio 1S Kevin Feeley, and Budget Director Dean Kaplan. 

We emphas:.ze that the independence of this Office means that our analyses, 

critiques and recommendations are solely our own. Our report should not be read 

as necessarily exp •:essing the policies or positions of the government of the City of 

Philadelphia, or the opinions, views or beliefs of the Mayor, the Police 

Commissioner, th<.' City Solicitor, or any other official of the City of Philadelphia. 

B. INITIAl OPERATIONS 

We spent c: significant portion of our first months familiarizing ourselves 

with the overall 'perations of the Philadelphia Police Department, including its 

policies and orga1 tizational structure, and have studied the Department's history of 

prior corruption rroblems and its response to them. We have also researched and 

analyzed police reform efforts underway in law enforcement agencies in other 

jurisdictions, most notably the Los Angeles Sheriff's Department, the Los Angeles 

Police Department, and the New York Police Department. These jurisdictions have 

experienced inb!grity and corruption scandals which prompted in-depth 

investigations in to the operations, policies and practices of their respective 

departments. V\ ·e have the distinct advantage of being able to review these 

jurisdictions' var ous reform proposals and programs to evaluate their successes 

and failures in ] nstitutionalizing corruption and misconduct controls. To the 
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extent that these "eform initiatives appear effective, we are evaluating how to 

integrate such models into the Philadelphia Police Department. 

We have ako established a working relationship with the Police Corruption 

Task Force, appoi >ted in January 1997 and chaired by Arthur Makadon, Esquire. 

The members of the Task Force are all persons with experience in law enforcement 

and the criminal justice system. The Task Force has formed six working 

subcommittees wl1 ich are responsible for examining specific issues related to police 

integrity and corruption. We are serving as liaison between the Task Force 

subcommittees and the Police Department, to streamline access to necessary 

information, docu nents, and personnel and to coordinate the projects of this Office 

and the Task Foro!. 

We have bE: en gratified by the cooperation and assistance we have received 

from various ran dng members throughout the Philadelphia Police Department. 

Despite this cooperation, we have been concerned that we would encounter 

reluctance from 1 orne Police Department personnel to provide the information 

and cooperation necessary to fulfill our obligations under the Settlement 

Agreement, or insistence upon first going through an arduous, time-consuming 

chain of comman :1 review and approval process. Such problems have hampered 

officials in othe1 cities with police oversight responsibilities similar to ours. 

Discomfort with releasing information or speaking freely about issues is not 

surprising in ligl· t of the paramilitary structure, insulated culture, and territorial 

protectiveness ini terent in many large police departments. To insure that we are 
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not confronted wit .1 these obstacles, the Executive Committee has been directed by 

the Mayor to assis :: us, if necessary, in obtaining the full cooperation of the Police 

and other City dep >rtrnents and agencies. 

While we have confronted obstacles and delays over the past several 

months, we do no!: regard these difficulties as insW'ID.ountable problems either on 

our part or on the !)art of the CitY or the Police Department. This Office is new and 

unique, and it wa' to be anticipated that problems would arise. We are confident 

that our concerns in this area will be addressed in the appropriate fashion, so that 

this Office can fuH ill its intended role. 
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III. AUDIT OF THE INTERNAL AFFAIRS DIVISION OF THE PHILADELPHIA 

POUCE DEI'ARTMENT 

A. INTRODUCTION AND MEfHODOLOGY 

Our first m<Ljor project has been an evaluation of the operations of the Police 

Department's Int~.~rnal Affairs Division (lAD}, with an initial focus upon the 

investigation of c,_tizen Complaints Against Police (CAPs). lAD and the Ethics 

Accountability Division (EAD), which is mandated to conduct more proactive 

investigations into corruption and misconduct, form the core of the Internal 

Investigations Bw eau (llB). 

We intend to monitor the operations of the liB on an ongoing basis, and 

subsequent repor ·:s will focus on other aspects of the Bureau's operations. The 

reason for this emphasis is obvious. liB is charged with the responsibility for 

conducting inveshgations into police misconduct. lAD focuses on matters arising 

from citizen com plaints and from internal complaints. Internal complaints are 

investigations ini iated at the request of the Commissioner, or from information 

received from ot 1er sources, including police department personnel, other law 

enforcement agencies, and anonymous informants. lAD is also responsible for 

investigating all ncidents of police shootings, and for conducting random drug 

tests of sworn p !rsonnel. As noted, more complex matters requiring broader, 

proactive approac i:l.es are referred to EAD. 
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Thus, liB pL1ys a central role in the Police Department's efforts to uncover 

corruption and misconduct, and should play a central role in preventing these 

evils. We believe 'hat llB can and should act as a key quality control instrument 

for the Departrnen t. Its investigations provide a wealth of information regarding 

potential and real problems throughout the Department, and can and should be 

utilized to identify areas where improvement is needed. 

In conducting this and future audits, we are guided by certain principles. 

First, as has been 'mphasized by United States District Court Judge Stewart Dalzell, 

who is charged with overseeing the City's compliance with the Settlement 

Agreement, the l:ey purpose of the implementation of the Agreement is to 

enhance the confi ience of the people of Philadelphia in the Police Department. 

Thus, we are evab tating operations not just from the standpoint of effectiveness or 

efficiency, but alsc with an eye to how the public's perception of the Department is 

affected, and how ;.! can be improved. 

Second, we agree with and are guided by the argument made by Professors 

Fyfe, Greene et a!. that the evaluation of police performance is a difficult task that is 

often poorly done because of over-reliance on quantitative measurements of things 

such as response 1ime, numbers of calls answered, or citations issued, rather than 

qualitative assessr tents of how well the police are doing their job. As they note: 

Ope! ations researchers and professional program monitors 
consider ar evaluation measure valid only when it accurately reflects 
the extent l:o which a goal has been accomplished. By that simple 
standard, :nost quantitative measures of police performance are 
invalid be('ause they do not measure how well police meet their 
responsibi!J ties of protecting life, rights and property and preserving 
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order. lnst<ad, these quantitative measures typically tell only how 
often or how quickly police did certain things. 

A full"r understanding of whether police have done everything 
possible to F rotect life, rights, and property and preserve order-either 
generally or in specific circumstances-requires the use of qualitative 
measures . 

.... response time indicates little about whether police have 
satisfactorily dealt with a complaint of a noisy party. Instead, we 
should ask the complainant whether the noise was quelled and 
whether he 1)r she was satisfied with whatever action the responding 
officers toolk. Just as the medical profession does not measure 
surgeons' jc b performance by counting the number of sutures they 
sew or dete:mining how quickly operations are completed, the police 
should rei;·· only secondarily on quantitative measures of job 
performano'!. In medicine and policing, the best measure of job 
success is w·hether the people involved did everything reasonably 
possible to address the problem or correct the condition they 
confronted. 

Police Administration (5th Ed., 1997), p. 46 

Third, we w 11 always make every effort to understand issues and problems, 

and propose solut ons, from the viewpoint of the officer on the job, daily facing the 

enormous difficul 1 ies of policing a large city. As we see it, our job is to find and 

recommend war• to minimize misconduct and corruption, and to enhance 

accountability at every level, so that good officers will not be tainted by corruption 

in any form. We believe that our police officers deserve the best possible Police 

Department, and hope to play a role of some value in reaching that goal. 

In conductir1g our initial audit of lAD, and in ongoing audits relating to lAD, 

EAD, the disciplhe and evaluation system, and management accountability, we 

have developed an operational methodology that is crafted to be an effective and 

reliable means to lead us to an understanding of important issues and problems. 
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We have learned, as have others in similar roles in other cities, that Police 

Departments canru •t be successfully audited by traditional methods that rely solely 

upon following 1 rails of paper and files. For a variety of reasons, police 

departments in Ia ~:ge cities have developed informal, undocumented procedures 

and policies that .. tinder evaluation and understanding by anyone other than an 

experienced "insifler." The difficulty an "outsider" then faces is determining 

where and to what extent the realities of police management and operations 

diverge from the <.fficial policies and procedures. 

During the murse of our initial audit, we quickly realized that we could read 

files, policies, proredures, and other documents, produce reports summarizing and 

analyzing those r .~cords, and have no reason to suspect that we were providing 

anything of valuE: to anyone. We also see no need to undertake a report of the 

scope of the Philadelphia Police Study Task Force (the Tucker Commission Report). 

Our experience t<, date informs our opinion that, although it was issued in 1987, 

many of the ana .yses, critiques and recommendations contained in the Tucker 

Commission Rep<•rt continue to have extraordinary validity. 

For these re111Sons, we have attempted to combine our study of written records 

with a determimttion to listen to and learn from many present and former 

members of the Philadelphia Police Department, experts in law enforcement, and 

members of the government and the public, including both advocates for and 

critics of the Philadelphia Police Department. Additionally, we believe it is 

essential to meet with and observe patrol and commanding officers at every level 
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throughout the D<,partment to better understand the realities of their jobs. lhls 

field work is a critical component of our overall methodology. In view of the 

difficulties inherer t in auditing an institution as historically closed to outsiders as 

any large police d< partment, we believe that this multi-faceted approach is the most 

viable way to ascHtain the nature and scope of problems and to develop workable 

solutions. 

We have been extremely gratified to find men and women in the Department 

willing to discuss issues and problems with us in a frank and open manner. To 

whatever extent eii:her the "code of silence" is still part of police culture, or a fear of 

retribution is in th~ minds of those who speak with us, such inhibiting factors have 

been overcome by many willing to work with us, and we express our appreciation 

for their cooperation. 

B. OVERVIEW OF TilE INTERNAL AFFAIRS DIVISION 

Under the 1< adership of liB Chief Inspector John Maxwell and lAD Inspector 

John Norris, and with the support of Commissioner Richard Neal and Deputy 

Commissioner Ge .Jrge Craig, lAD has over the past year undergone organizational 

and operational restructuring. These and other changes have resulted in a 
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dramatic improv<ment in the quality of lAD investigations, particularly with 

respect to CAPs Hied by citizens. While this report points out areas in which 

improvements can be made, there unquestionably has been significant progress. 

Even the plaintiffs in this case, whose recent first Monitoring Report notes that 

much work remai 1s to be done, acknowledge that "the quality of the investigations 

conducted by lAD reflect improvement" over investigations conducted in prior 

years. 

There are nuw five investigative teams, each headed by a Captain, and each 

responsible for ir vestigati.ons within specific geographic areas that coincide with 

the nine police .iivisions. Each team covers two police divisions, with the 

exception of a single team assigned to the East division, an area marked by high 

crime and drug a• tivity. 

This new organizational structure enables each team to identify misconduct 

and corruption pmblems and patterns in each division. By limiting the geographic 

areas in which a learn works, lAD hopes that its investigators will acquire expertise 

in local corrupti<.m and misconduct conditions and develop productive, trusting 

relationships with the commanders of local districts. This is a reform goal 

envisioned by se<tion V. A(6) of the settlement agreement, and we will continue to 

monitor the effec liveness of this new organizational structure. 
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As of Septemt er 1997, lAD sworn personnel are assigned as follows: 

SURVEILLANCE l!NIT 

DRUG SCREENING UNIT (Conducts random drug 
screening tests of sworn personnel) 

SHOOTING TEAM (Conducts investigations of 
all firearms dischar1ses) 

CTIY SOLICITOR'S OFFICE (Investigates claims/suits 
against City not iniially investigated by lAD) 

ADMINISTRATIVi.i FUNCTIONS 

INVESTIGATORS 

13 

9 

6 

3 

6 

54 plus 5 captains 

As of july 1'.197, there were a total of 566 investigations outstanding. A 
breakdown of Utes!.~ investigations is as follows: 

CAP INVESTIGATIONS BY lAD 

CAP INVESTIGA1 IONS BY DISTRICT COMMANDERS 

INTERNAL INVElTIGATIONS (INTERNALS) 

POLICE SHOOTINGS 

MISCELLANEOUf POLICE SHOOTINGS 

DRUG SCREENJ.]'.G INVESTIGATIONS 

265 

117 

137 

37 

4 

6 

Police Department Directive 127, which sets forth comprehensive procedures 

for investigation of citizen complaints, provides that the Department "shall 

publish semi-annu a! statistics disclosing the number of complaints filed, the nature 
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of the complaints .. and their disposition." The reports for January and July 1997 

provide valuable "tatistical information on lAD investigations. While reflecting a 

basic consistency <•·Ver the past year, the reports note a very slight increase in citizen 

complaints in the first six months of 1997 (329 vs. 310), and an important increase 

in internal investigations (130 vs. 104). 

We also nf,te that while the January report identifies the number of 

investigations, inC' luding CAP investigations, that have been outstanding for more 

than 100 days, thi; information is not contained in the July report. 

C. lAD FAC!:UTIES 

In conducting our evaluations of lAD operations, we have visited lAD 

headquarters at 323 Race Street on many occasions. The building manifests 

unsightly signs of deterioration. For years lAD personnel have had to confront 

uncomfortable, o1ercrowded working conditions, and have not in the past been 

provided with an adequate, computerized information system. 

At presenl .. lAD investigators have virtually no privacy, a necessity for 

conducting inter 'views and meeting witnesses, especially in sensitive matters. 

Private offices or cubicles would better permit the thoughtful work necessary to 

conduct complex investigations. lAD is required to share the building with other 

divisions of the Department, whose personnel it may be (and has been, in at least 
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one instance) required to investigate. There are two small interview rooms which 

are insufficient to accommodate the interviews lAD conducts on a daily basis, 

further contributir g to the backlog problem. . lAD has no separate reception area, 

which would pro\· ide much needed security and better serve citizens who come to 

the facility to fil< complaints or give statements. There is a lack of adequate 

facilities for records storage. lAD personnel do not have an integrated computer 

system, which :1s essential to conduct efficient, thorough investigations. 

Investigators rely upon a hodge-podge of computer systems which are cobbled 

together, sometim.es at the personal expense of the investigator. Despite these 

inadequate worl..ing conditions and resources, and the difficult job lAD 

investigators havE: within the Police Department, we are impressed with the level 

of commitment a!l d energy most bring to their work. 

We have re"'. iewed the concerns discussed in this report regarding lAD, and 

similar concems ugarding facilities and resources for EAD, with appropriate City 

officials, and have been advised that for the past year the City has been negotiating 

for the leasing of new or rehabilitated office space for lAD, EAD and other police 

operations. In addition, the Mayor has committed to upgrading the computer 

system at lAD usi1tg funds soon to be available from a federal grant. These steps are 

part of the City'• efforts, within the confines of the City's budget, to improve 

working conditio!! s by upgrading lAD and EAD headquarters. 

We are fully cognizant of the constraints upon the budgets of the City and of 

the Police Depa: 'trnent, of the millions of dollars expended by the Rendell 
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Administration to renovate and repair police facilities neglected for years, and of 

the poor conclition of some district station houses and other police facilities. 

However, we are oonvinced that the City should give priority to provicling a more 

satisfactory worl:ing environment for this critical component of the Police 

Department. Ap ut from the physical and logistical problems created by these 

working conditicns, we are concerned that they may unintentionally send a 

negative signal about the role of lAD throughout the Department. We believe that 

lAD, and indeed every unit in the Internal Investigations Bureau, should be 

viewed as elite d1.visions within the Police Department, where only the best and 

brightest are ass:i gned. Providing the men and women of this Division with a 

decent, comfortab e place to work, and the necessary resources and technology to do 

their job effective y and efficiently, will send an unmistakably clear message about 

the critical irnpor1 ance of liB throughout the Police Department. 

We further mggest that improving the physical facilities at lAD would give 

citizens a better ~;.ense that their complaints are being taken seriously. Experience 

here and in oth~ !I cities teaches that most complaints are destined to be not 

sustained. Even though we believe that this is inevitable and appropriate, it can 

result in a pere<ption by the individual that his or her case is being treated 

perfunctorily. !n;.proving the facilities in which lAD carries out its vital functions 

can be of value ii ;. enhancing citizen confidence in the integrity of the Department. 

We are enc,mraged by the assurances we have received in this regard~ and 

will continue to r wnitor and report upon the City's progress on these issues. 
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D. AUDIT OF CAP INTAKE PROCESS 

lAD receive''' complaints against police in various ways. Citizen Complaint 

Reports (form 75-.561) are completed by citizens at Police Districts throughout the 

City and delivered to lAD. lAD receives complaints via telephone calls to one of 

the twenty-five li1 'es currently in use at lAD. There is no central hotline dedicated 

for complaints. HD personnel receiving a complaint by telephone are responsible 

for taking the inf Jrmation to the Division Inspector; the standard form designed 

for intake of the& complaints is not always utilized. At the Inspector's discretion, 

a "white paper" ;. prepared, which is simply a typed version of the facts received. 

The complaint is then administratively processed and assigned to an investigator. 

lAD also receive ; complaints by mail and by citizens filing complaints at lAD 

headquarters. Complaints are also directed to lAD by the Commissioner, the Ethics 

Accountability n vision, the Police Advisory Commission, citizen interest groups, 

public officials, m other law enforcement agencies. 

The majorit' of CAPs are initiated by citlzens who submit a completed 75-561 

form. In Police l >irective 127, which tracks Executive Order 9-93, the Department 

has established a system to insure that all complaints which are submitted to the 

Department are i westigated or monitored by lAD. Pursuant to Directive 127, lAD 

is the central con' rol repository for the distribution of 75-561 forms. lAD is required 
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to maintain the ]J·,D Citizen's Complaint Log, which is a master list of all pre

numbered 75-561 flrms and of the locations to which they have been assigned. 

Each police district is responsible for maintaining its 75-561 forms in 

numerical order. 'When a complaint is given to a citizen, the district supervisor is 

required to enter the following information into the district's Citizen Complaint 

Report Log (Form 75-615a): the 75-561 number, the date and time issued, the name 

of the person wh•> received the complaint form, and the name of the supervisor 

who released the complaint form. The district supervisor is also required to 

complete a separa !:e 75-48 for each complaint, and to enter pertinent information in 

the separate Cib zen Qomplaint Log (Form 75-579). If the citizen takes an 

uncompleted forr11, the District will not know whether a complaint has actually 

been filed unless lAD notifies the District and requests a District Control (DC) 

number. This su.;gests that consideration should be given to developing a more 

specific tracking system to insure that complaints are not simply "lost" at the 

district level, a problem we understand has been encountered in other 

jurisdictions. Ali hough in our audit we found no direct evidence to indicate that 

the problem exist:·. here1 the dilemma, of course, is that if complaints are effectively 

"lost" it is difficu. t for the auditor to find them. 

When a con .pleted complaint is submitted to a police district, the Operations 

room supervisor ;_s responsible for obtaining a DC number, preparing an incident 

report (75-48), a 'keletal Investigation report (75-49), and notifying lAD. lAD then 

issues an investiFation control number to the district supervisor, who records that 
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number on the 75 561 along with the date and time of lAD notification and name 

of lAD personnel who was notified. Besides maintaining control of the 75-561 

released by lAD, this process also insures that the Districts handle the complaint in 

a timely manner. 

To evaluate the integrity of the systems established by Directive 127, we 

conducted an audit of the complaint intake process. In one day we made 

unannounced vis" ts to thirteen Police Districts throughout the city and asked to 

inspect copies of ::heir unused 75-561 forms, Citizen Complaint Report Logs, and 

the 75-579 Citizen Complaint Log. We then compared these findings with the lAD 

central Citizen's Complaint Log to determine whether the Districts were properly 

maintaining and 1. listributing their Citizen Complaint forms. 

Our audit included a review of each District's Citizen Complaint Log, 

currently maintai:!led in each operations room. These logs contained entries dating 

back six months to a year, and thus we are unable to comment on the record 

keeping practices prior to this time period. 

Our audit n:vealed overall compliance with Directive 127. Every District had 

sufficient copies of the Citizen Complaint forms available, and most were 

maintained in nt: merical order. Every District had complaint forms available in 

several language::. While each District complied with the recording requirements 

for 75-561 forms released to citizens, we found that nearly every District had an 

average of two tc: three forms unaccounted for (one District was missing 4) and log 

entries that were not in numerical sequence. While these irregularities hindered 
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the auditing process, they were not widespread enough to warrant serious concern. 

We recommend tint the Commissioner periodically emphasize the importance of 

strict adherence to Directive 127. 

We did find, however, that as a matter of current practice, if a citizen comes 

into the District t ;) make a complaint· that a supervisor deems minor, and the 

citizen does not r·.~quest a 75-561 form.1 there may be an attempt to service that 

citizen's problem ,,t the District level. In these circumstances, there may be no 

written recording 1.>£ the complaint or the action taken. Not one district supervisor 

we spoke to during our audit was familiar with the 75-579 Citizen Complaint Log. 

Each district sup .~rvisor has individual policies for the recording of informal 

complaints on 75~B's. Most of the supervisors indicated that they would complete 

a 75-48 only if tbe complaint seemed ''serious." However, there is no uniform 

definition of serkus. This does not reflect the process envisioned in Section V. 

A(l) of the Settlement Agreement, nor does it address the potential problem of 

District personr el "protecting their own" by discarding, ignoring, or 

underestimating I ile seriousness of complaints. Furthermore, the 75-48s that are 

(or should be) gelllerated as a result of informal complaints are not filed separately 

from all other 7E' -48s generated by the Districts, which further complicates the 

process of identifying the types of "informal" complaints being received. 

We do not necessarily criticize a District supervisor's assessment of the 

advantages of ac! dressing certain citizen complaints in this fashion, nor do we 

question whethe1 an informal complaint resolution process is warranted under 
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certain circumstano''"· In fact, we agree that many of the complaints received at the 

Districts are appmpriate for informal resolution, and that this can provide a 

satisfactory means ,.>f redress for the complainant. However, we are concerned that 

certain patterns an< II problems of misconduct will not become apparent, or caught at 

an early stage, if t:1ere is no objective review or recording of all complaints and 

their resolutions. 

It is certainly not our intent to impose unduly burdensome record keeping 

requirements on District supervisors. However, to allow for appropriate auditing 

to insure the integ.rity of this "informal" complaint process, where citizens do not 

request a complc1int form, we recommend at a minimum that the district 

supervisor compkte a 75-48 form for each such complaint, that legible copies of 

such forms be rna ntained in a separate file, and that the appropriate information 

be entered on thE' 75-579, Citizen Complaint Log. Even complaints regarded as 

minor must be ex;unined at a centralized, headquarters level if the Department is 

to be able to identify systemic problems. For example, one complaint of discourtesy 

on each shift in e< ch district throughout the City may not appear significant to an 

individual district supervisor. A Chief Inspector or Deputy Commissioner (or lAO) 

aware of such a trend could however identify the problem and recommend 

training and other solutions to ameliorate it. 

As part of 01 .tr audit we also reviewed in detail the 99 complaint forms filed in 

January and FebnLary 1997. Four complaints were by the same person relating to 

the same alleged i ncident, so three of those complaints were disregarded, giving us 
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a total of 96 compi.aint forms for analysis. Our review of what we believe to be a 

fair sample of complaints suggests that: 

• Because t 1e complaints are filled out by citizens, a significant number are 

lacking in important details, and probably in accuracy in a number of cases. Thus, 

although we revi• wed and catalogued 99 complaints, not all contain information 

we were tracking (e.g., race, gender, age). For this reason, the numbers set forth 

below will vary. 

• Sixty-thrE' e forms contained information reflecting the date of the incident 

giving rise to the •:om plaint. We found that the majority (51%) were filed within a 

week of the incid•. •nt, and another 27% within a month. Despite the promptness of 

many filings, the ''xisting backlog prevents lAD from responding with comparable 

efficiency. As not.ed elsewhere in this report, we are concerned that this inability to 

respond with re.1sonable promptness increases citizen dissatisfaction with the 

process, is unfair to officers facing complaints that remain open for a protracted 

period, and hinders effective management response where the complaint has 

merit. 

• Of the \'1 forms in which the origin of the complaint was indicated or 

discernible, we fc.und that 42% (40) were obtained by complainants from a District 

police station, 37% (34) were ffied directly with lAD, 9% (eight) originated with 

letters to police or government officials, four were obtained from the Mayor's 

Action Center in City Hall, four originated with the Police Advisory Commission, 

and one was pn pared with the assistance of the Police-Barrio Relations Project. 
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We understand thE concerns underlying the policy of having the citizen fill out the 

bulk of the cornpllint form, but believe consideration should be given to having 

trained personnel at lAD and non-police sites conduct a fuller intake interview at 

the time the comp taint is filed. Such an approach, which is followed in the most 

routine criminal c :tse, should yield clearer and more thorough information at the 

very beginning ( 1f the investigation, and could assist lAD in assessing the 

seriousness of tht.· complaint and in allocating the appropriate resources to the 

investigation. !11. particular, we recommend that consideration be given to 

establishing a central intake process at !AD headquarters, with a dedicated hotline 

telephone number. staffed during regular business hours by an experienced, trained 

interviewer, to ob ::ain where possible a more complete initial statement of the facts 

and circumstancet;. giving rise to the complaint. To assist the investigator, and to 

improve the capadty to audit the intake process, consideration should be given to 

recording the call (with the knowledge and consent of the citizen) as is done with 

calls to 911. 

• The com plaint forms reviewed reflect that 66% of the complainants are 

black, 24% white, and 7% Hispanic. With respect to the races of officers who are the 

subject of the co nplaints, the information available from the forms indicated a 

near equivalenq of minority versus non-minority; 34 were described by the 

complainant as w1 lite, 28 as black, and 10 as Hispanic. 

• The age of the complainant was available in 89 forms; in 55 (62%) the 

complainant is 30 or older. 
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• With resfeCt to gender, 74 of the complainants or victims were male, and 

23 female; 76 of the officers complained of were male, but only 15 female. 

E. AUDIT OF CAP INVESTIGATIONS 

As part of -our evaluation of lAD operations, we conducted an intensive 

review of all CAl investigations that were completed by lAD during the months of 

December 1996 ar.d january 1997. We each read the 67 investigative files completed 

during this pericd, conferenced them together at length, and reviewed selected 

cases with lAD "ommanders. Since this initial study, we have reviewed almost 

three hundred additional investigations completed by lAD, and will continue to 

monitor and repc rt on CAP investigations on an ongoing basis. 

Our primar'l purposes in this audit were to evaluate the process by which lAD 

conducts CAP investigations for thoroughness and for evidence of the Division's 

stated commitm•.·nt to fairness and impartiality, to attempt to identify systemic 

problems and ptactices giving rise to citizen dissatisfaction, and to recommend 

possible solutions. Review of lAD investigations of citizen complaints provides 

not only a way of assessing citizen perception of the department, but of equal 

importance, provides critically valuable insight into potentially serious problems of 

police miscond·.1ct, and apparent deficiencies in training, supervision and 

accountability. l,y monitoring all lAD investigations on an ongoing basis, we hope 
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to be able to icentify trends of misconduct as they emerge, and make 

recommendations to address any problem before it becomes pervasive and costly. 

While the In :ernal Affairs Division has been criticized in the past, it is our 

opinion that the qaality of CAP investigations has dramatically improved over the 

past year. 

Virtually all of the investigations we reviewed in our initial audit, including 

those conducted by or under the supervision of District Captains, appeared to be 

thorough, professional, and unbiased. Most investigators make significant efforts 

to locate and interview all civilian and police witnesses to the alleged complaint, 

and to obtain re .evant records and documentation necessary to evaluate the 

complaint. We fo.md cases in which investigators and supervisors looked beyond 

the face of the complaint to determine whether conduct violated departmental 

policy and propel police practices, and cases in which supervisors recommended 

training or couns·.~ling even where discipline was not warranted. Except for a 

handful of cases vrhich we have brought to the attention of the lAD management 

team, we felt that conclusions were reasonable and consistent with the evidence. 

Our subseqt; ent and ongoing review of CAP investigations has revealed even 

further improvement in both the quality of the investigation and the 

sophistication of t lw recommendations made by the lAD command team. Over the 

past four months we have seen emphasis placed on the importance of insuring 

that members o' the Department cooperate fully and truthfully with lAD 

investigators. w,,' have identified investigations which were pursued because of 
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the seriousness of the allegation even though the complaint was withdrawn. We 

have also found g ·eater importance given to claims of verbal abuse and rudeness, 

as well as recomr·tendations for training and counseling where the investigation 

reveals the need i:or them, even where the allegations are not sustained. This 

dramatically enha teed use of the citizen complaint process to identify and correct 

problems meets n .>t only the goals set forth in the Settlement Agreement, but the 

standards of good police administration. 

Indeed, it i:;. our confidence in the quality and thoroughness of lAD's 

investigation of dtizen complaints that allows us to make recommendations to 

streamline the pre cess which are discussed more fully later in this report. 

Despite the:·oe positive findings, we did identify several areas warranting 

concern, two rela· ing to the performance of the investigations by lAD and review 

within the Dep.;1rtment, and four underscoring problems revealed by the 

complaints and ir vestigations that call for further study. 

L INVESTIGAUJNBACKLOG 

As of Marcl 31, 1997, lAD had an investigative inventory of over 600 cases; as 

noted, by July tl is had been slightly reduced to 566 outstanding investigations. 

Only one of the CAPs we reviewed as part of our initial audit was completed 

wifuin the 75- da: • limit required by Executive Order 9-93. The majority of the CAP 

investigations we1re not completed for a significantly longer period of time; in fact, 

we reviewed a n l.liilber of investigations that were not finished until well over a 
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year, and in one instance, not for several years. Additionally, the investigation 

completion date d !)es not take into account the ensuing disposition/ disciplinary 

process which rest' Its in further delays in the final resolution of the investigation. 

These factor; underscore what we have found to be the most pressing 

challenge facing LO.D--its crushing backlog of cases, and the resultant delay in 

completing investi .. ~ations. While this backlog has many probable causes, including 

a steadily increasb lg number of CAPs and internals lAD is required to investigate, 

we believe that a significant cause of the backlog is the improved quality and 

thoroughness of investigations, by both lAD investigators and by District Captains 

(who conduct inv,,.tigations where the oniy allegation is lack of service or verbal 

abuse), and extensive supervisory review of those investigations. Many lAD 

investigations, pc: rticularly the internal investigations and police shootings, are 

complex and tirr,e consuming, and implicate issues of critical concern to the 

Department and t:1 te public. 

Further exa .:erbating this backlog are inherent staffing constraints. lAD 

regularly loses e::·:perienced investigators to retirement, promotions or transfers. 

These seasoned i n.vestigators are at times replaced with personnel who require 

extensive training and close supervision. We are concerned also that, as can be the 

case with any m ::tnager in this government working under the constraints of a 

stringent civil ser dee system, lAD commanders may recognize problems with the 

abilities and worl. habits of a limited number of its investigators, but be reluctant to 

request transfers mless and until they are guaranteed suitable replacements. Such 
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concerns are heigt tened at a time when politicians, press and the public are calling 

for an increased willormed presence on the street. Finally, investigations are also 

delayed because or scheduling conflicts with the various lawyers who may become 

involved, and dUE to review of certain cases by prosecutors from the offices of the 

District Attorney .or the United States Attorney. 

The delays ·.:reated by this backlog have widespread negative implications. 

The delays are ur~air to the officers against whom investigations are pending, as 

even minor cha1ges of improper conduct remain unresolved. The backlog 

decreases public confidence in the Department as months elapse without any 

resolution of com 'laints. Finally, extensive delays threaten to;._adversely impact the 

integrity of the investigation process itself as evidence and witnesses can be lost to 

time or indifference. 

Both the C ornmissioner and the lAD management team are extremely 

sensitive to the &:~riousness of the backlog issue. Recommendations to reduce the 

backlog have bem submitted to the Commissioner by IAD commanders and are 

currently under .:eview. We have begun discussions with lAD commanders on 

other methods for reducing the backlog which we have formulated based upon our 

findings from ow audit of completed CAP investigations, including the following: 

• The for mat in which investigations are written can be unnecessarily 

repetitive and tin le-consuming. In our initial review we found many instances in 

which the investigation summary, which is usually quite lengthy, was frequently a 

verbatim recitati<!n of the various witness statements and interviews. The analysis 
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portion was often a repetition of the investigation section. Such repetition risks 

becoming a substitute for meaningful analysis of the evidence, can obfuscate the 

real issues, and v··astes valuable time for both the investigators who must type 

these lengthy reports and those who must review them. 

We have di•cussed with the lAD command staff suggestions for a more 

efficient and mea.: ringful format for reporting investigations. lAD management 

has expressed a s.incere interest in improvement on this issue, and in past months 

the investigation c· nd analysis summaries have become more concise. 

• Approximately 20 of the 67 cases involved situations where complainants 

either failed to ~:ooperate in the investigation or willingly withdrew their 

complaint. Ad,fitionally, there were numerous cases where the initial 

investigation quickly established that the allegation was meritless, or that the 

complaint was ret,tliatory. In these cases, as required by executive order and police 

directive, lAD sWl conducted lengthy investigations. Investigators interviewed 

numerous civiliar: and police witnesses, no matter how minor a role they played 

in the incident, •·md conducted neighborhood surveys, no matter how clearly 

spurious the com ;:>laint. In our view, requiring full scale investigations in these 

situations diverts valuable resources from more serious, complex matters and 

contributes to the i.arge backlog and concomitant delay. 

We recommend that serious consideration be given to developing an 

expedited investif,:ati.on and review process for CAPs involving complainants who 

willingly withdr<'w their complaint or fail to cooperate in the investigation, or 
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where the investigation quickly reveals that the claim is meritless, and there is no 

evidence of any e !tempt to discourage the complainant from proceeding. To 

maintain the integrity of the investigation process and the confidence of the public, 

stringent guideline,, and criteria should be developed for those CAPs which may be 

appropriate for expedited review and disposition. 

• lAD send'' virtually all investigation files to the District Attorney's Office 

for review to deh!rmine whether prosecution of the officer is warranted. An 

investigation can t e delayed, sometimes for a significant period of time, while lAD 

investigators aweit this review. The vast majority of cases are declined for 

prosecution. lAD and officials from the District Attorney's Office are ourrently 

discussing a strea nlined review process which lAD believes would affect nearly 

60% of lAD's inwstigations, and could help reduce the backlog. We recommend 

that these discu .;sions continue and, if feasible, that a more streamlined, 

meaningful reviel ,r process implemented. 

2. INVESTIGATI<mDISPOSffiONS 

Once an IAl I investigation is completed and approved by the lAD command 

staff, there begin; a lengthy review process through the Department's chain of 

command. The ile is first reviewed by the Deputy Commissioner for Special 

Operations, and 'hen by the Deputy Commissioner who oversees the bureau to 

which the officer s assigned. The file works its way down through the appropriate 

bureau's Chief Inspector, Inspector and Captain. The Captain makes a 
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recommendation a~, to whether disciplinary or other action should be taken against 

the officer involvei. If formal disciplinary action is recommended, the Captain 

prepares the appro l)riate form (75-18) and the file returns up the chain of command 

for review by the Inspector, Chief Inspector, Deputy Commissioner, and 

Commissioner, wbo either approves or revises the Captain's recommendation by 

direct action, or se 1ds the case to the Police Board of Inquiry, an interdepartmental 

panel charged w:ith conducting hearings on disciplinary matters. The PBI's 

determination is reviewed by the Commissioner, who either approves or revises 

the PBI' s recomm<Ttdation. 

After this sta ;;e of the disciplinary process is complete, the file is returned back 

down the chain o1: command for review at the various levels, and finally to the 

Captain for implementation of the approved disciplinary course of action. 

This review process is cumbersome and lengthy. If anyone along the chain of 

command is una'i.-ailable for any reason, the disposition process is delayed. If 

anyone along thE.· chain of command has any question or concern about the 

investigation, the me is returned to lAD for re-view or further investigation, again 

delaying the disposition process. 

We have sp>ken to management personnel in the Department who believe 

that, while the a.rrent disposition process is nnwieldy, it is valuable because it 

enables supervisors to remain informed of misconduct occurring within their 

respective areas o1: authority. We have seen little evidence that suggests that any 

significant number of investigations are in fact questioned, or returned to lAD for 
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further investigation, by those in the chain of command. Furthermore, there are 

certainly more e:! ficient ways to keep management apprised of misconduct 

problems in the o, !partment. 

To facilitate the disposition of CAP investigations, we recommend that the 

current disposition process be re-evaluated. We recommend that consideration be 

given to establishing a standing review panel that would include officials from the 

Department's ope:rations, management, and integrity bureaus who would review 

the investigations for thoroughness, and make disciplinary recommendations to 

the Commissionei where appropriate. Such an approach would improve efficiency 

and uniformity in the investigation disposition process, and could ameliorate 

concerns about I·otential inconsistencies within the Department's disciplinary 

system. 

3. RUDENESS, D !ISCOURTESY, AND VERBAL ABUSE 

Thirty-one c f the CAPs we reviewed contained claims of some type of verbal 

abuse. Of these CAPs, only a single allegation was sustained. From January 1992 to 

May 1997, lAD I''ceived approximately 823 CAPs alleging some form of verbal 

abuse. Of these, "pproximately 250 of the complaints were sustained. 

It is import<m.t to put these numbers in context. During this same five year 

period, there wer~~ approximately 27 million contacts between Philadelphia police 

and the public. Jt is also fair to concede that allegations of this type of abuse are 

difficult to prove. Most of the claims arise out of an otherwise routine vehicle or 
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pedestrian stop, aHd thus only the complainant and officer are witnesses. The 

investigation invariably boils down to the complainant's word against the word of 

the officer. In th,,se cases, application of the preponderance of the evidence 

standard generally results in findings of not sustained or unfounded. The one CAP 

investigation we r~·!viewed as part of our initial audit in which the verbal abuse 

allegation was susl:ained involved an off-duty officer who engaged in a physical 

and verbal altercation with a teenager in view of several witnesses, including 

police officers. 

In reaching our preliminary assessment that this is an issue warranting 

scrutiny and cone€' rn, we recognize that Philadelphia police have an estimated five 

million interactions with citizens during the course of a year, that the number of 

complaints filed is only a slight proportion of that total, and that some complaints 

are filed in less tlu n good faith and on occasion for a retaliatory purpose. It is also 

true that citizens .io not always file complaints following unpleasant encounters 

with police. Thm, it is important to scrutinize those complaints that are filed to 

determine whethe · broad patterns of conduct exist. One bad encounter with one 

officer can undern line the efforts of all other members of the force to communicate 

professionalism c nd courtesy. When this problem extends to even a small 

percentage of the :iepartment, it is a constraint on the department's efforts to serve 

the public. 

Some of the CAPs we reviewed revealed that an officer's use of profanity or 

other hostile, aggr,essive conduct often escalated tensions in what could and should 
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have remained a ·elatively minor incident. We also reviewed a number of cases 

where citizens povoked officers by improperly challenging the authority of an 

officer, or by themselves engaging in insulting, rude, and obnoxious behavior. In 

these situations, d relatively insignificant police/ citizen encounter resulted in a 

formal complaint, a time-consuming investigation, a possible stain on the officer's 

performance recoJ d, and a fwther deterioration of police/ community relations. 

It is arguabk! that the issue of "bad attitude" could be regarded as trivial. We 

believe, however .. that the impression left by such negative encounters--even 

though founded i 1cidents are statistically few and far between--can have important 

and far reaching consequences for the Police Department. Efforts at meaningful 

and effective community policing are doomed to failure if there is a perception of 

tense, hostile rel1tions between the public and police, regardless of the actual 

number of repor :·ed or sustained complaints. Mistrust of the police diminishes 

public willingnes.: to cooperate with or assist police in their efforts to combat and 

solve crimes. Tht ·: same citizen who feels ill-treated can become a juror in civil and 

criminal actions i twolving the police. 

In discussi,.ms with members of different ranks in the Department, the 

recurrent and pr,·!vailing response is that this "attitude" is necessary to maintain 

control and autlu.~dty on the streets. We are mindful of the extraordinary dangers 

and tensions inh.~rent in the officer's job, and of the need for police to maintain 

control and authority. Further, we acknowledge that our review is a limited one, 

and we are cert tin that the majority of officers do not engage in this type of 
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behavior. We suggest, however, that conduct such as resort to profanity in what 

should be routine encounters with civilians not suspected of serious criminal 

behavior is eviden·:e of lack of control and authority, and signals a lack of proper 

training in how to ,effectively assert authority. 

4. ILLEGAL STOP:i AND DISORDERLY CONDUCT ARRESTS 

One potentia Uy serious problem that does emerge from our review of lAD 

investigations to date is one long complained of by counsel for the plaintiffs'--the 

stopping, temporary detention and frisking of citizens without appropriate legal 

basis, and the improper arrest, generally on the charge of disorderly conduct, of 

persons who do n<1,t cooperate to the extent desired by the officer. 

We must fir:::t emphasize Police Commissioner Neal's concern regarding this 

problem, and cor: Lmend the steps he has taken to. address it. In October 1996 

Commissioner N< a! directed the Department's Training Bureau to prepare and 

distribute an Assi ;t Officer bulletin which described in detail the elements of the 

crime of disorder i.y conduct, emphasized that the rights of citizens must not be 

violated, and expl citly stated that this charge must not be used "for the prosecution 

of conduct that is uncivil, annoying or irritating." This was followed in April1997 

by a teletype to ali. commanding officers articulating the standards that must be met 

in vehicle and pe .iestrian investigations, and emphasizing the rights of citizens to 

be free from unwarranted police intervention. We also note the valuable role 

played by the La•v Department's Civil Rights Unit in calling attention to problems 
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that become evident in the course of defending the Police Department. 

Furthermore,. the evidence we have gleaned from our finite review of 

civilian complaint:, must be interpreted with caution in assessing the scope of the 

problem. In many cases we found a disorderly conduct arrest was not only 

appropriate, but "as necessitated by wrongful behavior of the defendant in the face 

of commendable r"straint by the officer. 

However, i1 is our responsibility to focus upon the cases which reveal 

potentially serim.s problems which, if not addressed, will undermine citizen 

confidence and re~pect for the police. 

With these c.aveats, these cases raise a number of troubling questions. illegal 

and unconstitutknal police intervention in these cases inevitably causes citizen 

distrust, burdens :he prosecutors and the court system with unwinnable cases, and 

costs taxpayers monies in verdicts and settlements of civil rights claims that could 

be better spent in my number of ways. We also need to question the impact of such 

incidents on polic ' resources and deployment. In each of the cases that troubled us, 

the police-citizen confrontation escalated into a situation requiring the time and 

attention of a · si~:.nificant number of other officers and, in at least one instance, 

placed officers in >hysical danger. 

We will C01!.tinue to monitor lAD investigations raising this issue, and note 

that plaintiffs' co msel are conducting an audit of vehicle and pedestrian stops by 

police that will topefully provide additional information and insights into the 

nature and scopE' of the problem, and provide a basis for considering what, if any 
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additional measun 1s must be taken, including additional training and enhanced 

supervisory accow1.tability, to address the problem. Consideration should also be 

given to initiative,. such as an analysis of the impact of unjustifiable arrests for 

disorderly conduc · and similar offenses on the operations of the Courts and the 

District Attorney's )ffice. 

5. PREPONDERANCE OF 1HE EVIDENCE STANDARD 

While our at dit revealed a significant improvement in the quality of CAP 

investigations, we did find a few cases which suggested a possible investigative bias 

in favor of the ac<.used officer, particularly where the complainant and the officer 

were the two mair, if not only, witnesses to the alleged misconduct. We are aware 

of the concern thc-t the Department continues to adhere to an unwritten practice 

that in such situ.ations the '1tie goes to the officer," but also note the firm 

commitment of tiu·· lAD conunand staff to eliminate any appearance of bias. 

Fundamenta. fairness to the police officer requires that a complaint be proven 

by a preponderance of the evidence, which is the standard properly applied by lAD. 

This means that a11y "tie" should go to the officer, just as it goes to the defendant in 

a civil lawsuit; nc · police officer should be penalized merely on the uncorroborated 

but contested wmd of a complainant. However, despite this proper standard of 

proof, members o:J the public should not be made to feel that their word will never 

be accepted. 

A small nnmber of investigations that caused us concern contained 
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additional evidenc,.!, apart from the conflicting statements of the citizen and officer, 

which could be in :erpreted to bolster the complainant's version of the events and 

shed doubt on the officer's version of the same incident. 

Since raising this concern with lAD during our initial audit, we have found 

that greater care i!· being taken to assess all relevant circumstances surrounding an 

incident giving ri~· e to a citizen's complaint. These cases persuade us that at this 

time lAD is not s 1mply looking at police-citizen encounters as swearing contests 

where the compla nant has to overcome the officer's word, but instead that lAD is 

conducting meani. n.gful and thorough investigations designed to Jearn the truth, 

not to appear to fc:1 vor one party or another. 

6. OFF-DUTY POl ICE ACTION 

Seven of thE· 67 CAPs we reviewed involved off-duty police officers engaged 

in some sort of a Uercation, confrontation, or potential abuse of authority with a 

citizen.. The majo dty of these investigations were sustained, or resulted in findings 

that the officer C•. >mmitted some departmental violation. Our ongoing review of 

CAP investigatior• s reflects basically the same pattern. 

The issue of improper conduct and abuse of authority by off-duty police 

officers has been a significant problem for the Departrn.ent, and a costly source of 

liability for City government. The Departrn.ent is in the final stages of developing 

a formal policy ::a address this problem, and we believe that its long-delayed 

implementation will reduce complaints and lawsuits relating to off-duty 
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misconduct. 

F. ETHICS ACCOUNTABiliTY DIVISION 

As part of our overall review of the Department's hlternal Investigations 

Bureau, we have also begun an examination of the operations of the Ethics 

Accountability DiYision (EAD). EAD was established in 1984 by Mayor's Executive 

Order 6-84 in th•.! aftermath of a federal government corruption probe of the 

Department whh:h resulted in the convictions of numerous police officials 

including a dep·1ty commissioner, a chief inspector, a captain, and several 

lieutenants. 

EAD's mar date is to identify and eliminate organized and ongoing 

corruption and !age scale felony level activity by members of the Department. 

EAD's investiga·1ions by their nature are often complex, protracted, covert, 

personnel intensi'· 'e, comprehensive in scope, and sometimes dangerous. In order 

to effectively und "rtake investigations of this nature, EAD will utilize a variety of 

investigative ted .niques and equipment including, but not limited to, electronic 

and physical surveillance, net worth investigations, proactive targeted integrity 

tests, and other si andard investigative practices. 

While we h;~.ve been impressed with the commitment, energy, and creativity 

members of this 1. mit bring to their work, we are concerned that a variety of factors 

and circumstanc.~s inhibit EAD's ability to effectively carry out its mandated 
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responsibilities. 

Our examination of EAD is ongoing, but in light of the sensitive and 

confidential natur•, of the work of the divison we believe it appropriate to first raise 

our concerns inte 'nally, and to work with the Mayor, the Executive Committee, 

and the Commiss loner and others within the Police Department to understand, 

assess and addre~ s those concerns. We anticipate issuing an appropriate public 

report on EAD aft"'r that review process has been completed. 
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IV. CONCLUSIOJ\ 

In our first report, we have referred to certain problems regarding the 

structure and function of this Office which must be addressed if we are to meet our 

responsibilities ur:der the Settlement Agreement. We have also made several 

recommendations regarding llB operations which need to be reviewed and 

discussed with 111 interested parties, including the Commissioner, the 

Department's command staff, counsel for the plaintiffs and the City, and, where 

appropriate, the F1 aternal Order of Police. Some recommendations would require 

amendment to Ex' !cutive Order 9-93, and others could be subject to the provisions 

of the collective ba ·:gaining agreement. 

As we contin ~~e to conduct audits and examine a wide range of Departmental 

policies and pre:' ctices, we expect to make more specific and concrete 

recommendations l'or improving the integrity and accountability functions in the 

Police Department. We intend for these audits, reports and recommendations to 

raise fundamental questions about the role, responsibilities and operations of the 

Police Department. and hope to provoke debate about whether the Department can 

better succeed in it; stated mission of protecting and serving the public. 
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